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Department of Mathematics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 026268 
BCH codes are constructed over integer esidue rings by using BCH oces over 
both p-adic finite fields. 
INTRODUCTION 
Blake (1975) discusses codes over integer esidue rings and gives successful 
analogs of Hamming and Reed-Solomon codes. BCH codes are defined in 
some situations, but, in general, difficulties arise due to the lack of knowledge 
of the unit group in an extension ring of Zm (integers modulo m). We show, 
in this note, how to circumvent this problem by simultaneously using group 
algebras over both the p-adic fields and their residue class fields. 
By using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Spiegel, 1977) we can reduce the 
study of codes over Zm to codes over Z~, for p a prime. 
We denote by P, the ring of p-adic integers and by Q~, the field of p-adic 
numbers. Cn will be a cyclic group of order n and RG will denote the group ring 
of the group G with coefficients in the ring R. Finally ~n denotes always a 
primitive nth root of unity. 
Cyclic codes of length n over a ring R (submodules of R n) can be identified 
with ideals in the group ring RC,~. In this section we give the necessary facts 
about group rings to discuss BCH codes over Z~,. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose n is a positive integer with (n, p) = I. I f  I denotes the 
integers in the p-adic valuation extended to Q~(~n), then 
(i) dim[Q~(~,): Q~] = dim[Z~(~,): Z~], 
(ii) I/p~I ~ Z~(~,), k = 1, 2, . . .  
Proof. (i) Let f(x) be the minimal polynomial for ~ with coefficients in P 
and tk(x) the minimal polynomial for ~n with coefficients in Z~.  ~ satisfies the 
polynomial f~(x) obtained by reducing the coefficients of f(x) modulo p~, so 
that the deg t~(x) <~ deg f(x). 
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Also ~ satisfies the polynomial obtained by reducing the coefficients of te(x) 
modulo p, so that 
deg t~(x) ~ deg t~(x). 
But (n, p) = 1 says that Q~(~) is a totally unramified extension of Q~ so that 
dim[Q~(~,): Q~] = dim[Z~(~.): Z~]. As dim[Q~(~,): Q~] = deg(f(x)) and 
dim[Z~k(~.): Z~,] = deg(tk(x)) the result follows. We also can conclude that 
tk(x) = fk(x), k = 1, 2 ..... 
(ii) First observe that I = P(~n) by Theorem 3.2.6 of Weiss (1963). Let 
degf(x)  =r and ~L  Then a=~O+~l~n-} - ' "+~r_ t~ -~ with ~i~P,  
i = 0,..., r - -  1. Write 
ai = ai.o -~- ai.lP -l- ai.eP 2 -]- "", i = 0,..., r - -  1, 0 <. ai.j ~ p --  1. 
Let ~i,e = ai,o @ at.lP @ "'" @ ai&- lP k-1. Then ~i.~ can be regarded as an 
element of Z~ and (~i - -  ai.k) ~ P kI. 
r--1 r -1  
i=0 i=0 




I f  we use the facts that re(x) = t~(x) and p/pkp ~ Z~,  then ~b is easily shown 
to be the desired isomorphism. 
If  F is a field of q ~ pn elements, and G is a finite group of order m, with 
(m, p) = 1, by Maschke's theorem FG is semi-simple and so FG = @~=1 Ai ,  
where Ai  denotes the ring of n i X ni matrices with coefficients in a division 
algebra Di which is finite dimensional over F. As Di is a finite division algebra, 
it is a field and so a cyclotomic extension of F. Write Dt = F(~) .  Of course 
(m,, p) = 1. So FG ~___ @~=1 [F(~m)]n," 
Now let r be an integer relatively prime to p such that T' = Z~(~r ). We can 
pick r to be any divisor of (p~ --  1) which does not dividep e --  1 for 1 ~ k < n. 
With this notation in mind we now prove 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R denote any one of the rings Qv(~), P(~), Z,~(~,), 
l 
k = 1, 2, 3,.... Then RG ,~ @i=1 [R(~) ] ,  . 
Pro@ Case (1). Suppose R ~ Z~k(~) for some positive integer k. Then the 
Jacobson radical J (RG)  = pRG = {px I x ~ RG} is a nil ideal and so RG is an 
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SBI ring (Jacobson, 1956, Proposition 3, p. 54). Let el .... , ~ be central idem- 
potents of RG/ J (RG)~ Z,(~)G = FG, with sum one, such that FG = 
l @i=1 FG~. Then there exist (Jacobson, 1956, Proposition 5, p.54) idempotents 
ei, i = 1,..., l, of RG, with sum one such that RG ~ @~=1 Rei. The result now 
follows by Jacobson (1956, Theorem 1, p. 55). 
Case (2). Suppose R = P(~r). As P is the inverse (projective) limit of Z~,, 
and the ring of p-adic integers in the extended p-adic valuation on Q~(~,) 
consists of P(~r), then P(~r), then P(~,) is the inverse limit of Z,~(~r). So 
RG ~_~ lim Z g~(~,)(G) 
k-~ oo 
lim ((+-) [Z ~(~)(g~)]~ 
m i n t  • 
Case (3). Suppose R = Q~(~). Then 
Q~(¢~)(G) ~ P(¢~)G @ Q~(¢~) 
P(¢O 
'~ [P(~,)(~m,)],,, @ Q~(g,) 
P(C r) 
1 
'~ @ ([P(~.)],,, @ P(~,)(~m)) @ Q~(~-) 
i= l  
1 
-~ @ ([P(5)]., @ Q~(5)(¢,.,)) 
i= l  
(since P(~,)(~,) m Q~(~) = P(~,) by the lemma) 
l 
1=I  
This theorem shows that the ideals of Z~(~r)G and of Q~(~)G are in a one-to- 
one correspondence, but, to a minimal ideal [Z~(~r)(~m)]~ of Z,(~r)G, there 
correspond k ideals 
[z ~(~)(~,.,)],,,, [pz~([~)(5.,)],,, ..... , [p~-iz~(~.)(5.,)],,, of z~(5)a. 
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2. BCH CODES OVER Z~o~ 
Keeping in mind the idea of defining BCH codes over Z~,  we first let F 
denote the field of order q = p~ and 7 a primitive mth root of unity, with 
(m, p) ~ 1. Let m 0 be a nonnegative integer and let d be a positive integer at 
least 2, such that both m 0 and d are smaller than m. Then the minimal polynomial 
t(x), with coefficients in F, of the set of elements 7~0, 7~0+1,..., 7~o+a-~ divides 
x ~ --  1. t(x) then generates the ideal of FC~,  which corresponds to the code 
whose parity check matrix is 
7re+d-2 (7~0+~-2)2 
. . .  (7~o)~-~ \ 
. . .  (7~o+~-~)~-1 /  
(*) 
Say, this code is an (m, u, l) code, where u is its dimension and l its distance. 
This code is a BCH code. 
To extend this definition to BCH codes over Z~,  we first regard 7 as a 
primitive ruth root of unity over Q~(~), where r = p~ --  1. Note that Q~(~) is 
an unramified extension of Q~, and its residue class field is F. Now the minimal 
polynomialf(x),  with coefficients in Q~(~), of the set of elements 7m0, y~o+~,..., 
y~0+~-2 again divides x ~ - -  1. But f (x)  is the product of minimal polynomials 
of roots of unity, so that by the proof of Lemma 1.1, if we reduce the coefficients 
of f (x)  modulo p, to obtainf~(x), thenf~(x) = t(x). Also, it is easy to check that 
the parity check matrix ( .)  has its /1, i~ ,..., it columns linearly independent 
over F if and only if they are linearly independent over Q~(~). Hence the BCH 
code over Q~(~) whose parity check matrix is (.) is again an (m, u, l) code. 
Finally, regard 7 as a primitive ruth root of unity over Z~(~) .  We again obtain 
an (m, u, l) "BCH"  code over Zv~(~) when we consider the code whose parity 
check matrix is (.). This follows by the technique of reduction modulo p~, in 
working between P(~)  and F. 
Combining this fact with Theorem 1.2, we obtain 
THEOgeM 2.1. Suppose 7 is a primitive m-th root of unity over F = Z~(~), 
with (m, p) = 1. I f  the code over F, whose parity check matrix is ( .)  corresponds 
to the ideal F(~m~l) @""  @ F(~ ) in FCm and is an (m, u, l) code, then the code 
over Z,~(~) whose parity check matrix is ( .)  corresponds to the ideal Z,k(~r)( ~,~ ) @ 
• " @ Z~(~)(~mi,) and is an (m, u, l) code. 
Note that in applying Theorem 1.2, we are in a commutative group ring so 
that all matrix rings involved are of dimension one. 
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